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H
ow do you know if your organization’s governance is good enough?  If you haven’t 

reviewed it in the last few years, you do not know. More and more organizations 

are conducting governance reviews about every five years. External pressures and 

significantly revised strategic plans might spur a review sooner. Organizations generally find 

such reviews worthwhile even if they decide against major change. The discussions about why 

you lead as you do will still be worthwhile and you are certain to find some change, however 

small, that really makes a difference.

In some jurisdictions, governments have passed or introduced new laws governing community 

benefit organizations, and those new laws require an overhaul of bylaws. No sensible leadership 

group would significantly rewrite their bylaws before reviewing governance.

Warning Signs

It might be time to review your governance if:

! Feedback from community and staff indicates a growing dissatisfaction with the board’s 

decisions and/or composition.

! The bylaws no longer reflect how your organization operates, but there is no consensus 

on whether to fix the bylaws or bring operations into line with the bylaws. 

! Board members have ongoing conflicts of interest.

! You see checklists of good nonprofit governance practices but can say yes to fewer than 

half the items.
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! Timely decisions are so difficult at the board that a smaller group makes most of the 

decisions for the board.

! Candidates for an executive director or board vacancy inquire about the governance 

style and are clearly unhappy with what they hear.

! Board members resign or refuse second terms, citing issues such as poor use of their 

time or skills.

! Board recruitment is difficult or board attendance is poor; meetings are cancelled for 

lack of quorum.

! Committees and senior staff either exceed their authority or fill up the board meetings 

with administrative trivia and operational matters.

!"Executive director evaluation is problematical since committees reporting to the board 

have responsibilities that overlap the ED’s responsibilities.

!"Your auditor, lawyer or major funders expresses concern about the lack of oversight.

This list should give you a good idea of what improvements you might expect to achieve from 

enhancing your governance. But let’s continue with when to do a governance review.

Is There a Wrong Time to do a Governance Review?

The best reason for delaying a governance review is a lack of up-to-date vision, mission and 

values statements. What criteria then would drive your primary governance choices or any 

other important choice in your organization, for that matter?  The discussions about the kind 

of community you want to create, your role in creating it, and your priorities might significantly 

affect governance decisions such as board composition.

I used to think that organizations lacking a strategic plan and dissatisfied with their governance 

could address those issues in either order. Whichever was done first would lead to the other, and 

that in fact happened many times. However, I now firmly believe that approach was wrong. It 

is essential to at least have vision (externally focused), mission and values statements in place 

before conducting a governance review. And anyway, how do you know the review is a top 

priority if you haven’t set strategic priorities?

It is not appropriate to start a governance review during a financial crisis or major project that 

is already preoccupying the board and staff. A governance review requires considerable time 

on the part of the board, the governance/board development committee (or task force if there 

is no regular committee supporting board operations) and executive director. If there are other 
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